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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper R = ({ Ap) is a semiperfect ring (in general 
without identity) which is faithfuZZy right B-traced in the sense that ,JV is 
faithful and eN, is finitely cogenerated (i.e., it has a finite essential socle) for 
any primitive idempotent e in A [22, 25, 26 J. We are mainly interested in 
classifying indecomposable adjusted right R-modules [25, 261; i.e., modules 
x, = (xa) xl;, cp: X’ GA N, -+ x;) (1.1) 
such that Xi is finitely generated, XL is finitely cogenerated, 9 is surjective, 
and the A-homomorphism Cp: XL -+ Hom,( aN,, Xg) adjoint to rp is injec- 
tive. The category of adjusted right R-modules will be denoted by adj$R). 
Note that if R is an Artin algebra then X is in adj$R) if and only if X 
is finitely generated, sot X is a B-module, and top X is an A-module via the 
natural epimorphisms A t R -+ B. In this case adj i( R) is one of the classes 
of modules considered by Auslander and Smal@ [l] and therefore adj$( 
has the Auslander-Reiten sequences [1, Proposition 6.51. 
The category adjg(R) was introduced in [25,26] in order to give a 
module-theoretical interpretation of arbitrary bimodule matrix problems in 
the sense of Drozd and Roiter. It was shown in [26] that if 
N: KoP x k --+ mod(k) is an additive k-functor, k is a field, K and L are 
additive Krull-Schmidt k-categories, and Mat( JV,) is the category of 
&,-matrices then there are a faithfully right-B-traced ring R and a full 
dense functor 0: Mat( wL,) -+ adj$(R) preserving the representation type 
and such that 0 vanishes only on a small set of trivial idecomposable 
matrices (see also [14]). This allows to show in [14, 261 that the category 
Mat(,N,) has Auslander-Reiten sequences (see also [30)). Moreover, a 
Coxeter map is defined in terms of 0 which provides us a useful computa- 
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tional formula connecting the left and the right terms of any Auslander- 
Reiten sequence in Mat(.N,). 
It was observed in [26] that some interesting factor categories of 
mod(n) are of the form adji(B). In particular, if d = (i s$?) is an Artin 
algebra, then there is an equivalence of categories mod(/l)/[mod(&‘), 
mod(T)] z adj$(R) for some R. Therefore the study of indecomposables in
mod(n) can be reduced to the study of adji(R) if we know mod(S) and 
mod(T). By applying this fact we get in [25-281 useful reduction proce- 
dures (involving adji(R)) for the study indecomposable modules and 
matrix problems. This is applied in [28], where the representation type of 
a class of vector space categories is determined. 
Note that if B is a division ring then R is a right peak ring [23] and 
adji(R) is the factor category mod,,(R)/[[P,] of mod,,(R) module the 
ideal P, of maps in mod,,(R) having a factorization through a direct sum 
of the simple right ideal P, = (,” i), where mod,,(R) is the category of 
socle projective right R-modules. Moreover, given a vector space category 
K, one can find a ring R such that the study of the subspace category 
@(W,) of K6, is equivalent to the study of adjg(R) [23]. Although the 
representation type of schurian vector space categories is well understood 
[S, 9, 11, 12, 151, the characterization of the nonschurian vector space 
categories of finite or of tame type remains still an open problem 
[ 13, 15, 281. 
Note also that if D is a discrete complete valuation domain with the field 
of quotients K and if A is a D-order in a finite dimensional semisimple 
K-algebra C [7, 161 then A, := (f g) is a faithfully C-traced semiperfect 
D-algebra (a right multipeak ring in the sense of [24]) and adjA,(A,) is 
equivalent to the category lat(A) of right A-lattices [7, 16) (see 3.8). 
The discussion above shows that the categories adj$R) appear naturally 
in practice and give us a unified approach to many different matrix 
problems including the study of vector space categories and lattices over 
orders. This is a motivation for our study of adji(R) and its representation 
type. 
It was observed in [22, 24, 26, 301 that indecomposables in adjg(R) can 
be studied by applying the covering technique [3,6] for a class of rings R. 
The aim of this paper is to present another reduction for adj:(R) which 
is often simpler in application than the covering reduction. We prove in 
Section 3 that if R = (f g) E R’ = (“,’ “,‘) is an extension of B-traced rings 
such that A E A’ and JVB = A,N’B then for every two-sided ideal a c A’ 
such that a _cJ(A), S= A/a 4 s’ = A’/a are artinian PI-rings, and some 
duality conditions are satisfied, there exists an extension of E-traced rings 
T=(; $)sT’=(S,’ 4) d an a representation equivalence 
ad:‘: adj$(R) + adjs(T 7 inj T’), 
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where adj$( T 7 inj T’) is the full subcategory of adj$(T) consisting of 
modules Y such that the blowing-up F-module sT,( Y) (3.2) in adjg( T’) is 
injective. It is also shown in Lemma 3.21 how the Auslader-Reiten quiver 
of a&j:(R) can be obtained from the Auslander-Reiten quiver of 
adjg(T 7 inj T’). 
An idea of the construction of ad:’ is explained in Remark 4.8. 
In the case A c A’ are D-orders in C, R = A,, R’ = A’,, and a is nonzero, 
the rings T, T’ are Artin algebras and therefore ad:’ reduces the study of 
lat(A) to the study of adjusted modules over the Artin algebra T 
(Corollary 3.30). This fact generalizes the results of Green and Reiner [7] 
and Ringel and Roggenkamp [16] proved in the case where A’ is a 
hereditary order. We recall that if C is a separable K-algebra then any 
order A E C can be embedded in a hereditary order A’ c C. Unfortunately 
this fact happens rather seldom if R is arbitrary B-traced, even in the case 
where R is a right peak algebra of some vector space category. Since we are 
mainly interested in applying our reduction to the study of nonschurian 
vector space categories we essentially need the reduction functor in the 
general form presented above. Moreover, even in this case, the algebra T 
above is no longer a (multi)peak one. However, usually the bound quiver 
of T is homotopically simpler than the bound quiver of R (see Section 5 
and [26, Example 3.301). Therefore ‘we consider ad:’ as a simplification of 
the problem and as a tool for describing the Auslander-Reiten quiver of 
adj$R). 
The functor ad:’ is defined in two steps. The first one, given in 
Theorem 3.14, is a slight generalization and a modification of the reduction 
given for orders by Green and Reiner [7] and Ringel and Roggenkamp 
[16] as well as of some of the reductions in [13]. The second one, given 
in Theorem 3.22 and in Section 4, is essentially new and depends on out 
adjusted modules interpretation of bimodule matrix problems [26]. We 
recall it in Section 2. The facts concerning the Auslander-Reiten quivers are 
proved in a similar way to corresponding facts proved in [17-201 for 
lattices over orders and in [24, Sect. 41 for the socle reduction. 
By applying the adjustment functor ad:’ we determine in Section 5 the 
representation type of a class of non-Schurian vector space categories for 
which the associated right peak algebra R is of the form FI:, where F is 
a division ring and 1, is a stratified poset [ 13,287. In particular, we prove 
in Theorem 5.14 that R = PI,* is sp-representation-tame if I, is simply 
stratified, Z is a poset containing no three incomparable elements, an 
every i E I is p-related with at most one j # i. In this case we prove that the 
corresponding algebra T is special biserial and tame. In Theorems 5.1, 5.4, 
and 5.8 we determine the sp-representation type of some R by the type 
of a poset L associated to R. We include in Section 5 simple examples 
illustrating the reduction procedure via ad:‘. 
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Throughout this paper we suppose that R is a faithfully right B-traced 
semiperfect ring of the form 
R= (1.2) 
where {ei)ielR is a lixed complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents 
in R. By an R-module we mean a right-R-module X such that XR = X. We 
denote by J(R) the Jacobson radical of R and by pr(R), inj(R) categories 
of finitely generated projective right R-modules and finitely cogenerated 
injective right R-modules, respectively. We denote by P,,( Y,) and E,( YA) 
the projective cover and the injective envelope of a right A-module Y. 
Following [26] we denote by mod,(R), the category of injectiuezy finitely 
cogenerated right R-modules, i.e., R-modules X, such that XA is in mod(A), 
XA is in inj(B) and @ is injective. We have an adjustment functor [26] 
0,: mod,(R), + adjg(R) (1.3) 
given by the formula @B(X) = (XX, Im q, cp). It is fully dense and 
Ker 0, = [(O, E, 0); EE inj(B)]. 
The main results of this paper were presented at the International 
Conference on Representations of Algebras in Warsaw, May 1988. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We recall from [26] that an F,-moduled category IL, is a system 
(IL, I- (:lL + mod(F)), where [L is a semiperfect additive category with a 
finite Krull-Schmidt property and 1 - ) is an additive functor. We call IL, 
faithful if ) - ) is faithful. Given [L, we denote by 
inW= {Lilis,(,, G-9) 
a fixed full set of pairwise nonisomorphic representatives of isoclasses of 
indecomposable objects in [I and we associate to II a semiperfect 
I(k) x I( h)-matrix ring [26] (in general without identity) 
E(L) = 
-. . 
. . : 
. . . Ei . . . & . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . jEi . . . Ej . . . 
. . 
. . - . 1 D (2.1) 
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where E, = B(L,, L,), ,E, = 5(L,, J!,,), and matrices in E(5) are supposed to 
have only finitely many entries different from zero. It is clear that 
ELF= 0 L&IF> E = E(5), (2.2) 
isI 
is an E - F-bimodule in a natural way. 
We call IL, artinian Morita +-moduled if E= E(R) is an artinian ring 
with identity, EL is finitely generated, and the Moritafurzctor 
D: mod(EoP) -+ mod(&op, (2.3) 
D(Y) - Hom,( Y, Q), is a duality, where ,!? = (End Q)Op and Q is a minimal 
injective cogenerator in mod( E Op). 
Let k be a commutative artinian ring. An F+-moduled k-catagory 5, will 
be called locally offinite k-length if F is a k-algebra, j - 1 is a k-functor, and 
the k-length of 5(x, y), eF, eFe’ is finite for all x, y E ind(5) and primitive 
idempotents e, e’ of F (cf. 131). In this case we denote by refl(F) the full 
subcategory of Mod(F) consisting of modules X such that Xe is of finite 
k-length for all primitive idempotents e in F. If 5, is locally of finite 
k-length then the ring E = E(5) is locally of finite length k-algebra, the 
E-F-bimodule =LF (2.2) is in refl(F), and the standard k-duality induces a 
duality 
D: refl(E”P) --+ refl(E) (2.4) 
such that (DX)e 2 D(eX) for all primitive idempotents e in E. 
If 5, either is artinian Morita F+-moduled or is locally of finite k-length 
then we have the Nakayama equivalence 
%: pr(E) -+ inj(E) 
given by cJI(P) = D Hom,(P, E), and the diagram 
A mod(F) 
1 i 
w =~E(F& - 1 
pr(E) ---J% inj(8) 
is commutative up to a natural equivalence of functors, where 0 is the 
Yoneda equivalence L kb Qj 5( Lj, L), FZE = D( ELF), and we put g = E in 
the locally finite k-length case [23, Lemma 3.21, [26, 1.31. To any such 
category 5, we associate the ring 
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We recall from [25, 261 that the category Y(LF) of left cones of IL, 
consists of triples (UP, X, t), where U, is in mod(F), X is an object of IL, 
and t: U, --+ (XIF is an F-monomorphism. According to [25,26] we have 
an adjustment functor 
ad,: Y(lLF) --, adjE(T,) s adj(TL) (2.8) 
defined by the formula ad,(U,, X t) = (U,, Im Z M, where 
E U OF xE -+ ‘%w(X) is the map adjoint to the composed one 
U,-f+ IXl,~ Hom,(,L”s, Y&(X)), (2.9) 
Z,,: UoF EE -+ Im 1 is the obvious factorization of ? and Tb = (r i) with 
P= {x~li:~~=O), E= (y~E:Ey=0} is the faithful form of T,. 
A simple analysis shows that (see [26, Sect. 31) 
PROPOSITION 2.10. If [L, is either an artinian Morita F,-moduled 
category or II, is locally of finite k-length F,-moduled category then the 
functor ad, is full, dense, and Ker ad, = [(0,X, 0) : XE ob IL]. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
An extension of B-traced rings R = ($ z) G R’ = (4’ “,‘) will be called 
narrow if A G A’ is a ring extension such that AA’= A’= A’A and 
AN, = A, Nk. Any such an extension derives a commutative diagram 
m%(R) 
I 
B + mo&( R’)B 
@B 
I 
@i 
adj$R) 2 adj$‘(R’), 
3 
(3.1) 
where 3 is the forgetful functor and 3=5,, is the blowing-up functor with 
3(X,) = 8, = (PAP, xl;, @), (3.2) 
where PA8 = (Im @)A’c Hom,(,.Nk, XL) and C$ is the map adjoint to the 
inclusion above. It is clear that if X is in mod,(R), then 3(X) is in 
mod,(R’), and that 3 carries over Kkr 0, into Ker 0;. Therefore it has 
a unique extension 3: adj$R) -+ adj$(R’) making the diagram (3.1) com- 
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mutative. It is easy to check that this extension is also given by the formula 
(3.2) because the diagram 
with U(X @ n) = x 0 n is commutative and u is surjective. Moreover there is 
a natural isomorphism 
HomRWR, 3( YRj)) z HomSWd, YRj) 
for X,, YRP either adjusted or injectively finitely cogenerated. 
The remarks above yield 
(3.4) 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R G R’ be a narrow extension of B-traced rings. 
(a) The functor 3 is right adjoint to 3. Moreover 3 is full andfaithful 
exact, 33 cz id, and there is a natural monomorphism 
XI3 - 3WR). (3.6) 
3 carries over indecomposable into indecomposables and Ext-injective 
modules into Ext-injective ones [l]. 
(b) The functor 3 preserves monomorphisms and epimorphisms and 
carries over Ext-projective modules into Ext-projective ones [ I]. 
Now in view of Lemma 3.5 standard arguments yield 
COROLLARY 3.7. (a) rf adj$(R) is of finite type then so is adji’(R’). 
(b) rfadj$‘(R’) is of wild type [IS] then so is adjg(R). 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let D be a complete discrete valuation domain with the 
field of quotient K and A 5: A’ be classical D-orders in a semisimple 
K-algebra C. Then A,EA’, is a narrow extension of right C-traced 
D-algebras (see Introduction). 
Following [18, 191 we can extend this example as follows. Take for D a. 
noetherian local integral domain. Let C be a finite dimensional K-algebra 
and let A c A’ E C be two nonclassical D-orders in C in the sense that A, 
A’ are D-algebras finitely generated over D and such that AK= A’K= C. 
Then Ac c A’, is a narrow extension of C-traced D-algebras, If lat(A) is the 
category of finitely generated right A-modules which are D-torsionfree then 
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there exists an equivalence of categories lat(A) E adjA,(AC) defined by 
Mt+ (Al, M@A c, ia). 
The study of narrow ring extensions appears naturally in the study of 
vector space categories, or equivalently of right peak rings [23]. A simple 
form of it is a blowing-up of the nonschurian case to the schurian one 
which is rather well developed [8-12, 151 and close to the simply connected 
case [9]. Although we can do it in a rather general situation we explain it 
in the sp-representation-finite case. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let R = ( t z) be an sp-representation-finite right peak 
PI-ring, where B is a division ring. Since R is a ring of a vector space 
category NB [23] and there is a schurian vector space category R, 
associated to FB [13; 15, p, 1321 then we derive a narrow B-traced ring 
extension R c R, where & = R, is the right peak ring associated to R,. In 
the case when R is a Finite dimensional B-algebra and B is algebraically 
closed we can construct l? as follows (see [13]). Fix a complete set 
el, . . . . e, of primitive orthogonal idempotents of A and put A,= eiAei, 
Ji = J(Aj). It is not hard to check that Ji is a principal ideal and 
dim, J{eiNB/J/+leiNs < 1 for all j> 0. For every i choose a basis 
Ii= {ejl, . . . . ejmi} of e,N, in such a way that e, $ J,e,N and eii+ I =g{(eil), 
where Ji= A,g,. We define a partial order relation < on the basis 
I=I,u .-. u 1, of NB by the formula 
e<e’oae’=e for some a E A. 
Let A = BI be the path B-algebra of the poset 1. It is easy to see that there 
is an algebra embedding A z 2 and N is a left a-module in a natural way. 
Then RG&= (i g) is a narrow ring extension and adj(j) z I-sp/[P,]. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let R E R’ be a narrow extension of B-traced rings. A 
narrow ideal of R E R’ is a twosided ideal a’ = (z g) of R’ such that a is a 
twosided ideal of A’ and a 5 J(A). We call a also narrow. In this case we 
have a natural ring embedding 
S = A/a g R/a’ - S’ = Al/a z R’/a’ (3.11) 
and a functor /?,: adji’(R’) -tmod(S’) given by B,(Y)= Y/Ya’= Y’/Y’a. 
We associate to (R, R’, a) a pair of faithful +-moduled categories 
[L$ = L(R, R’, a)r = (iL, I- Is), k= w, R’, aIs = (II, II - IId, (3.12) 
where L = /I,( adj G’( R’)), I- 1 s, : IL + mod( s’) is the natural embedding and 
/I - II s = Hm&~k~~ I - Is’). 
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We remark that the objects of k are S’-madules of the form Y== Y’/Y’a, 
where Y is in adj$(R’). The maps in iL( y, Z) are the f: Y-+ Z induced by 
R’-homomorphisms f: Y -+ Z. 
Let 9&l+) be the full subcategory of Y(IL,) consisting of objects 
(U,, y, u) such that the map ii: UOS S’ -+ 1 YlT adjoint to U, --+’ I/ HI\ S = 
HomS(,&, Y) is surjective. 
The first step of our adjustment is given by the functor 
s: adj$(R) -+P’.‘.(O_,) (3.13) 
defined by the formula s(X,)= (XjXa’, fi,3(X,), u), where u is the 
monomorphism X/Xa’ cs ]\2(X)/D(X)a’/l, induced by the embedding (3.6). 
It is clear that s(X,) is in Y;.,(k,) and s is a covariant functor. 
THEOREM 3.14. Let R G R’ be a narrow extension of B-traced rings and 
let a’=(: z) b e a narrow ideal in R ER’. Then the functov s above 
is a representation equivalence, where O_,= il(R, R’, a)S. Moreover, if 
f= (f’, f”): X-t Y is a map in adjg(R) then s(f) = 0 if and only if 
Im f' c Y’a. 
ProoJ First we note that given X in adjg(R) the natural embedding 
Cp: X’ + 2’ induces an isomorphism 
Cp: X’a;32’a. (3.15) 
In order to prove that s is dense we take 3 = (US, p,( Y), u) in y9(L,) and 
note that /p,( Y)(I S is the S’-module Y/Ya’ z Y’/Y’a with the natural 
S-module structure. Consider the commutative diagram 
(3.15’) 
Y,, P )Y/Ya’= llP,(Y)lls3 
where p is the residue class surjection considered as an R-homomorphism. 
It follows that X=p-‘( U,) is a right R-module and since Ya’%X then 
Ker p’ = Ker p = ( Y’a, YL, $). Hence X = (Xa , X$, cp), where X” = Y” and 
(p is the composed map XL c Y>, -+@ Hom,(,,N’,, Yg). Since 3 is in 
+(a_,) then (Im u)S’ = Y/Ya’ and therefore X’A’ = Y’. It follows that 
X= Y and since we have (3.3) with v surjective and 4 = $ is surjective then 
X is in adj A,(R) and s is dense. 
In order to prove that s is full and reflects isomorphisms we suppose that 
481/136/2-14 
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(.L P,(g)): 3 + 3 is a map in ,u?,.(O+). Then we have a commutative 
diagram 
where X, = (XL, Y& q), zR = (PA, PL, @), and t = (t’, g”). It follows that 
s(t) = (f, p,(g)). If s(t) is an isomorphism then f is an isomorphism and 
therefore t’: X” -+ Pa is an isomorphism because a 5 J(A) implies that the 
natural epimorphisms h’: XL + Us and x’: p> -+ OS are minimal. Since X 
and 2 are in adji(R) then t is an isomorphism as we required. Since the 
final statement in the theorem follows immediately from definitions the 
proof is complete. 
A counterpart of Theorem 3.14 for lattices over orders was proved 
by Ringel and Roggenkamp [16, Remark 1.71 and by Dieterich [4, 
Theorem 1.21. 
In the second step of our adjustment we need the following result. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let a’=(; g) b e a narrow ideal in a narrow extension 
R -C R’ of B-traced rings. 
(a) If D is a commutative principal ideal domain, A c A’ are 
D-algebras which are finitely generated D-torsionless modules, and 
D n a # 0, then k = D/D n a is artinian and the +-moduled categories 
[I,, e& (3.12) are locally offinite k-length. 
(b) If B is a division ring, R’ is an sp-representation-finite artinian 
PI-ring, and A’/a is a finitely generated left Ala-module, then [Is, e& (3.12) 
are artinian Morita + -moduled PI-categories. 
Proof: The statement (a) is easily verified. 
(b) Let ind(mod,,(R’)) = { YO, Y,, . . . . Ym> and let Y= Y,@ ... 0 Y,,. 
We know from [9, Proposition 6.31 that A,,(R’) = End( Y) is a left and 
a right artinian PI-ring. If Y, = (8 i) and Y= Y, @ . . . @ Y, then 
II = End( 8) is also an artinian PI-ring. Since the left A,,(R’)-module 
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Yr Homw(R’, Y) is a summand of A,,(R) then the left n-module Y is 
finitely generated. It follows that E = E(lL) is an artinian PI-ring and the 
left E-module EL (2.2) is finitely generated. Since we know from [22] that 
(2.3) is the Morita duality for EoP then (b) follows. 
In order to formulate the second step of our adjustment we need the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.17. Let R E R’ be a narrow extension of B-traced rings 
and let qfi be a family of objects in adj$‘(R’). A module X in adj A,(R) is 
called %TR,-glued if the blowing-up module 13(X) in adj$(R’) (3.2) is a 
summand of a direct sum of modules in qR,. We denote by adjg(R 7 (e,‘) 
the full subcategory of adjg(R) consisting of ‘%k*-glued modules. For 
making the notation short we put adjA,(R: R’) := adji(R 7 inj R’). 
Let us remark that if A E A’ c C are nonclassical D-orders (Exam- 
ple 3.8) adj(A, /1 pr A’,) is the category of A-lattices X having the 
extended A’-lattice XA’ A’projective. It was proved in [19] that this 
category has right almost split sequences provided J(A’) EA c A’. We 
recall that if A is a classical D-order then lat(A) has almost split sequences 
[17]. Further, if R= (” N 0 B) is an Artin algebra then adji(R) has almost 
split sequences [1,261. Unfortunately we have no general results for the 
existence of almost split sequences in adjA,(R 7 %?ZR,). 
Remark 3.18. If S E. S’ are artinian and 0 = pr(c g:) then 
adj$((t “,:) 7 V) consists of modules Z= (Zb, .Z”,, h) in adj$((i i:)) such 
that x” is in pr(S’). 
It is useful to have the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.19. Let a’ be a narrow ideal in a narrow extension R E R’ 
of B-traced rings and let G: adji(R) --+ & be a representation equivalence,, 
We say that G has a’-generated kernel if Ker G is generated by inclusions 
O,( Ya’) cy Y for all Y in adj$R), or equivalently, givenf= (f’, f”): X -+ Y 
in adji(R) we have G(f) = 0 if and only if Tm f’ E: Y’a. 
We say that G is an irreducible equivalence modtilo a’ if for every pair of 
modules X, Y in adj$R) having local endomorph&m rings and such that 
X is not a summand of O,( Ya’) the natural epimorphism 
y: J(X, Y)/.12(X, Y) -+ J(GX, GY)/J’(GX, GY) (3.20) 
induced by G is bijective, where J is the Jacobson radical functor [ 151. 
LEMMA 3.21. If G: adjG(R) -+ d is a representation equivalence with 
al-generated kernel then 
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(a) G is an irreducible equivalence module a’. 
(b) If f: X -+ Y is irreducible in adj i( R), X, Y are indecomposable, and 
Im f E Ya’, then f is a composed map X +’ O,( Ya’) CF Y, where t is a 
splittable monomorphism. In particular X is an R’-module. 
(c) The Auslander-Reiten quiver of adjg(R) is obtained from the 
preimage of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of d under G by adding arrows 
X + Y when X is a summand of O,( Ya’) and the composed embedding X 4 Y 
is irreducible. 
Proof (a) Suppose that f E J(X, Y) and y(f) = 0. By our assumption 
there are g E J(X, Z), h E J(Z, Y) such that G(f - hg) = 0 and therefore 
f- hg is a composed map X -+4 O,( Ya’) 4” Y in adji(R), where 
q E J(X, O,( Ya’)), u E .I(@,( Ya’), Y). Hence f = hg + uq E J2(X, Y) and 
therefore y is bijective. 
The statement (b) easily follows from definitions, whereas (c) is a conse- 
quence of (a) and (b). 
The lemma extends some of Roggenkamp’s results in [ 17-201. 
Now we are able to prove a narrow adjustment heorem which is the 
main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.22. Let R = ({ g) E R’ = (4’ “,‘) be a narrow extension of 
B-traced rings and let a’ = ( 0 B ’ N, be a narrow ideal in R 5 R’ such that either 
the moduled categories [Lk, = k(R, R’, a),., IL,= lL(R, R’, a)s (3.12) are 
artinian Morita + -moduled or they are k-categories locally of finite k-length, 
where k is a commutative artinian ring. Let 
T=T,= gT’=TL,= 
be the &raced rings (2.7) associated to [L, and O_$,, where E=E(L). Then 
(a) TS T’ is a narrow extension of E-traced rings and the composition 
of s (3.13) with the functor ad,: sP(L,) + adjg( T) (2.8) induces a represen- 
tation equivalence 
ad:‘: adji(R)+adjg(T: T’)=adjg(T 7 inj T’) (3.23) 
which preserves surjections and right almost split epimorphisms. Moreover, a 
module X in adj$R) is of the form Xz3(Y,,), where Y is in adjg’(R’), if 
and only if the T-module ad:‘(X) is T’-injective, or equivalently ad:‘(X) is a 
T’-module which is T’-injective. 
(b) ad,R’ has al-generated kernel and it is an irreducible equivalence 
modulo a’. 
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Proof. First we prove that if 3 = (U,, fi,( Y), U) is indecomposable in 
9([1,) then 3 is in L$(lLs) if and only if ad&$) is in adj$( T : T’). For this 
purpose we consider the commutative diagram (see (2X), (3.1)) 
adj#) s w-s) G modi=( T)E G modjc( T’)z 
where G(3) = (Us, g(P), ii), P = e$,( Y) and fi is the map adjoint to the 
composed map fi below: 
Us--!!--+ llP,(Y)lls=Hom,,(,~~, I&,OY,) 
zHomr(SSIr, Hom&LE, S(P)) 
r HomE( ,EE;, s(P)). 
The second row isomorphism follows from (2.6) with F= S’, whereas the 
existence of (2.6) in our situation is a consequence of our assumptions. It 
follows that 
3isir19’~([i,)ozi: U@sSI’-+Homa(,E,,%(P))issurjective 
o (Im zi)s’ = Hom&LE., ‘S(P)). 
Since 3G(3) = ((Im G)s’, S(P), 9) and ‘S(P) is injective then for any 3 in 
L&(lLs) we have 6 = i?i and therefore the injectively finitely cogenerated 
T’-module 3G(3) is injective. Conversely, if 3G(3) is T’-injective then a 
simple analysis shows that (Im fi)s = I-Iom&ZE, S(P)) and therefore 3 
is in L&(8,). 
Now we note that if Q = (Q’, Q”, q) is an injective T’-module then Qi is 
injective and q is surjective. Hence if Q is T’-injective then Q is in 
mod,& T’)E if and only if Q is in adj$‘(T’). Consequently in view of 
0’3 = 30 we have 
3 is in z?~( L,) e 3G(3) is T’-injective 
o 0’3G(3) = 306(3) is T’-injective 
o 3ad,(3) is T’-injective 
o ad,(S) is in adjg( T : T’) 
as we required. 
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Now from Proposition 2.10 it follows that ad, induces a representation 
equivalence 
ad&: 9$(L,) --) adjg(T: T’). (3.24) 
Then in view of Theorem 3.14 ad:’ is a representation equivalence. The 
final part in (a) can be easily concluded from the proof above. Since (b) 
follows from Lemma 3.21 the proof is complete. 
We shall call (3.23) a narrow over-ring adjustment jiinctor. 
Apart from Theorem 3.22 it is also useful to have a corresponding 
adjustment heorem for adj$R Y+ VR,). 
Let qx, be a family of objects in adji’(R’) and let Gz?~, = add 9?R, be a mini- 
mal additive subcategory of adj$(R’) containing GZRC. If a’ = (i g) is a 
narrow ideal in a narrow extension R 5 R’ of B-traced rings then keeping 
the notation in Definition 3.10 we associate to (R, +F?~,, a) a pair of faithful 
+ -moduled categories 
K:, = WR, %R,, a),. = W, I - Is,), H, = W, q,v, a), = (K II - IIs), 
(3.25) 
where K = p,(@Rz) E mod(Y) and (-Is,, I( - IIs are defined as in Defini- 
tion 3.10. Under the assumptions in Theorem 3.22 we have a narrow exten- 
sion of E-traced rings 
(3.26) 
where E=E(K), 9g~=D(EKS’), ,&= aisItK) lKJg, and ind(H)= 
iKjl jsI(K) (see (2.7)). We also define an adjustment functor 
adz: adjg(R /1 qR,) -+ adjg(T K : T’,,) = adjg(T, /* inj T’,.) (3.27) 
by the formula adz(X) =ad,s(X) ( see (2.8) and (3.13)). In the case 
9ZR,=adji’(R’) we get K = II, adj$R 7 VR,)=adji(R), and the functors 
(3.23) and (3.27) coincide. 
By repeating arguments in the proof of Theorems 3.14 and 3.22 we get 
THEOREM 3.28. Suppose that R G R’ is a narrow extension of B-traced 
rings and GF?~~ is a class of modules in adj$‘(R’). Let a’ = (g i) be a narrow 
ideal in R c R’ such that the + -moduled categories K, and !6& (3.25) either 
are artinian Morita moduled or are k-categories locally of finite k-length, 
where k is a commutative artinian ring. Then T, E T’,, is a narrow extension 
of E-traced rings and the functor adz (3.27) is a representation equivalence. 
Moreover ad:’ has al-generated kernel and it is an irreducibIe equivalence 
modulo a’. 
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COROLLARY 3.29. Let a E R c R’ be as in Theorem 3.14 and suppose that 
the rings T=(t g:)cT’=(T $) are artinian, where S= AJa, S’ = A’ja. 
Then the functor 
2: adj$(R /1 pr R’) -+ adj$(p 7 pr F’) (3.30) 
defined by the formula a(X) = (XjXa’, 5(X)/D(X)af, ii) is a representation 
equivalence, where ii is such Lhat its adjoint map is the monomorphism 
induced by (3.6). Moreover, ad has an al-generated kernel and it is an 
irreducible equivalence module a’. Ifs’ is semisimple then adj$( f 7 pr f’) 
= adj( F)% 
Proof. It is easy to check that if X is in adj$(R /1 pr R’) then 
B(X)/Cj(X)a’ is S’-projective and according to Remark 3.18 a(X) is in 
adj$( i; 2 pr p’). Using the same type of arguments as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.14 we prove that a has the required properties. 
In view of Lemma 3.16 and our remarks in the introduction 
Theorem 3.18 yields the following extension of the Green-Reiner [7] and 
Ringel-Roggenkamp [ 161 reduction. 
COROLLARY 3.31. Let D be a complete discrete valuation domain with 
the field of quotients K and let A z A’ be D-orders in a semisimple K-algebra 
C. If a c A’ is a nonzero twosided ideal such that a E J(A) then k = DJD A a 
is an artinian ring, S = AJa 4 S’ = A’/a are finitely generated k-algebras, the 
moduled k-categories Us, = [L(A,, A’,, a),., k, = [L(Ae, A&, a)s (3.12) are 
locally of finite k-length, and the functor (3.23) induces a representation 
equivalence 
3:‘: lat(A) -+ adjs(T r inj T’), (3.32) 
where T = T, = (t 5) E T’ = T,= (T E) are the rings (2.7) of moduled 
categories [I, and Q$, with E z EZ E(L) and D is given by (2.4). Moreover 
rdt’ has an al-generated kernel and it is an irreducible equivalence modulo a’. 
Let us finish this section with the following result which is very useful in 
applications. 
COROLLARY 3.33. Let R E R’ be a narrow extension of B-traced rings. 
Let e E A’ be an idempotent and let n = C ej + ls E R, where the sum is taken 
over all j such that ejg A (see 1.2) and 3(e1R) is a summund of &R’ with 
62-e+ 1,. If a’ E R’ is an ideal such that Ea’6 is narrow in r&c eR’P then 
there is a representation equivalence 
ad: adj(R /1 {eR’}) -+ adj(F r pr(p’)), 
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where F=(t ,SI)CP=(“,’ ,“I ), S = q( R/a’)r G S’ = e( R’/a’)d. Moreover, ad 
has an al-generated kernel and it is an irreducible equivalence module a’. If 
S’ is semisimple then adj(i: 7 pr(F’)) = adj(F). 
ProoJ: It is easy to check that if X is in adj(R /* {eR’}) then every 
indecomposable summand of P(X) is a summand of qR. It follows from 
[26, Proposition 2.241 that there is an equivalence of categories 
adj(R T+ (eR’)) g adj(qRq P pr(ZR’Z)) and the corollary is a consequence 
of Corollary 3.29. 
4. A CHANGE OF COORDINATE VECTORS 
Let R be as in (1.2) and let I,= {iEIR; e,EA}, Is= {jgIR;ejEB}. 
Following [23], to any module X, = (XL, X2, cp) in adji(R) we associate 
a coordinate vector 
cdn X= (c”X, cBX) E ZrA x Z’“, (4.1) 
where cAX= b(top XL) = (c~X)~,~,, c,X=&m(soc XL) = (c$!JiEIB, 
and ~4x20, c&Y20 are such that 
PR(X)z 0 (eiR)cfX, E&i-)s @ E‘&)+, 
ier, isb 
with ER(J’) = E,(top ejR). An adjusted module X, is called sincere if 
cpX>O, c’,X>O for all iErA, jeI,, and X is indecomposable. A right 
B-traced ring R will be called ad-sincere if R has a sincere adjusted module. 
It follows from [26, Proposition 2.241 that the study of indecomposable 
modules in adji(R) can be reduced to the case where R is ad-sincere. 
Given a narrow extension RG R’ of B-traced rings and X in 
adji(R /* qR,) we define an R’-blowing-up coordinate vector 
bIc,,X= (byX)yeindvr, (4.2) 
where b$’ is the number of summands of 3&X) isomorphic to y. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the assumption and notation in Theorem 3.28 we 
have 
(a) I,=I, and there exists a unique set bijection 
v: md %YXf --,I, (4.4) 
such that E~(v(y))~%@?,(y) (see (2.6), (3.12)), where S= A/a, E= 
E(K(R, QYRf, a)) (3.25); and E is the ring Morita dual to EoP (2.3). 
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(b) rf X is an indecomposable module in adj<(R) and adz(X) = Z = 
(Z”, Z”, $) then Zl,z XjXa’ and under the identifications Is= I, and 
ind WK E Ie along v in (a) we have 
cAX= csz, blc,,X= cEZ, cBx= (CgZ) 0 C,(ce,,), (4.5) 
where CBWRa) = Cc’, ~~~~~~~~~~~ is the IEX I,-matrix having the vector 
c,Y=(cgY)j~r*=(&(SoCY)j)j~I~ as its y-coZumn, e(Y) = length( Y), (sot v),~ 
is the jth coordinate space of sot y, and l is the matrix multiplication. In 
particular, if Z is uniquely determined by cdn Z then X is uniquely deter- 
mined by cdn X. 
Proof: (a) Since a &J(A) and A = eieIA eiA then e,$ a and 
ifi=e,+a, iEIA, is a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents in 
S. Hence Is= I,. Next we note that given y hind VR, the object 
y/ya’ = p,(y) # 0 in 06 = K(R, VRC, a) (3.25) is indecomposable and there- 
fore y I-+ p,(y) defines a bijection ind WRf -+ “’ ind K = I,, where the equality 
is given by attaching to k E ind K the standard idempotent endomorphism 
in E(K) corresponding to k. Now if v”: I, -+ IE is the bijection induced by 
the Nakayama equivalence (2.5) then v = V”V’ has the required property 
and (a) follows. 
(b) The isomorphism Z’z X/Xa’ follows from the definition of ad:. 
Moreover since X is adjusted then top X, z top Xl/X> z top X’a z top Z; 
and therefore cAX= ~‘2. Furthermore, since 8% @ yb; and 8” =X” then 
c’,X=d(soc X,)j=e(SOC TiQj= Q G (socy),““=~b~c~ y 
Y Y 
and therefore we get 
c,X= (blc,rX). C,(gRr). (4.6) 
Finally, since s(X) = (X’/X’a, X/pa’, u) and a c J(A) then p,(y) = y/ya’ # 0 
and we have 
2.6 
x HomE ,a,, 
( 
Q ‘%~ofl,(y)~~ 
y6indW.q > 
($ HomE sky, @ Eric 
( Y E IA% > 
and adz(X) = OE(X’/X’a, @ycrE ~~(y)“t, g) (1.3), where g is the map 
adjoint to the composition of u with the composed isomorphism above. 
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Since X is indecomposable then 2” z Im g is an essential submodule of 
8,,,MY)b~ and therefore blc,,X=cEZ as we required. Now the 
remaining equality in (4.5) follows from (4.6). Since the final statement in 
(b) follows from (4.5) then the proof is complete. 
The formulas in (4.5) yield 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let X be an indecomposable module in adji(R) and let 
~‘GRER’, T=(; i -) be as in Theorem 3.28. Then X is sincere if and only 
if the T-module ad:(X) = 2 satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) (topZ)i#Ofor all ifzIs=I,. 
(ii) For every jE IB there exists y E ind %?R, such that ~(SOC y)j. 
/(sot Z),,,, is nonzero, where v is the bijection (4.4). 
If, in addition, B is a division ring (i.e., R is a right peak ring), then X is 
sincere if and only if (i) holds. 
Remark 4.8. An idea of the construction of ad:’ is as follows. If R c R’ 
is a narrow extension then similarly as for orders the adjusted representa- 
tion type of R’ is simpler than that of R (Corollary 3.7). Suppose we know 
all indecomposables Yj, Jo W, in adj$(R’). .The problem is how to glue 
together some families of indecomposables Yj to get an indecomposable X
in adji(R). First we note that there is an obvious bijection Yj ++ Sj, where 
Si, je W, are all simple ,&modules. 
Now if Z = (ZI,, Z’& $) is an indecomposable module in 
adjg( T /1 inj T’) there is an indecomposable module X such that 
ad:‘(X) E Z (Theorem 3.22) and X can be constructed as follows. Since 
there is a natural embedding U: X +3R(X), where DR,(X) is the blowing- 
up of X, then it is sufficient to find a decomposition sR,(X) E @ ie W Yj 
and to describe Im u in this direct sum. For this purpose we note that by 
Theorem 4.1 E(Z”) g @ ip W E(S#j, X/Xa’z Z$, and we know from the 
proof of Theorem 3.14 that X can be constructed as the pullback of the 
diagram 
Zk 
I $ 
3RW - 3RT(X)/3R,(X)a’= IIBa3jR,(X)IISz Hom&EE, R(Z”)) 
where all terms are determined by Z. Consequently we get a receipt for 
glueing X from the indecomposable summands of the blowing-up module 
3,.(X). 
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5. APPLICATIONS 
We shall show in this section that the study of socle projective modules 
over a class of right peak algebras can be reduced by the over-ring adjust- 
ment functor to the study of representations of partially ordered sets 
(shortly posets). 
Let C = (:\-“,), where F is a division ring. Then C is a local F-algebra 
and p = (i c) is the unique maximal ideal in C. Consider the (n x n)-matrix 
F-subalgebra 
c c 
A= fl 
i: 
1 2 ... 1G 
c ;I’ ?yL 
. : 
.cl .c, ... c 
of the matrix algebra A’ = M,(C), where ,C, is either C or p. Suppose that 
A is basic and following [32] define in I(A) = { 1, . . . . n) an order relation 
i<j- iCj= C. 
Since A is basic then given i fj either Cj =p or jCi =p. It follows that 
I(A) is a poset and we can permute its elements in such a way that j Ci = p 
below the main diagonal. 
Suppose that I:= I(A) has a unique maximal element n and a unique 
minimal element 1 and consider the posets 
THEOREM 5.1. Let C, A GA’ = M,(C), and I=Z(A) be as above and let 
where 
F is a division ring, and FI is the path algebra of the poset I. 
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(a) There is a representation equivalence 
ad: adj$(R) --) adjg(T: T’) 
having PI-generated kernel, where p = J(A’). 
(b) If I has a unique maximal element n and a unique minimal element 
1 then 
(i) T is the path F-algebra of i (5.0) and a module X in adjF( T) is 
inj( T’)-glued if and only if the restriction of X to n 
module. 
<l*> 3, is an injective 
* 
(ii) rf J=f- (n} then FJ is right E-traced and there is a sequence 
of full dense functors 
adj(R) -% adj( T : T’) 2 adj(FJ) a4 6% 1 -L L-Sp, 
I 
e 
I 
0 
modic( 2 modpg(FI,)E 
(5.2) 
where ado is the triangular adjustment functor [26, 4.251 induced by the 
subdivision (I- {n}, I-J), 0 are defined as in (1.3), V- is the reflection 
equivalence [26, 2.131, I, is defined in (5.0), 6, is the waist reflection equiv- 
alence with respect to 1 [27], and L= {I*, 2,) CI I- (1, n>. 
(iii) Ker ad,ad = [s adj(R’)] (3.1), where R’ = (4’ F). Thefunctors 
ad,ad and 0 vanish exactly on three indecomposable modules and 
# adj(R) = 3 + #L - sp, where # means the number of indecomposables. 
(iv) L - sp is of finite type if and only if I(A) is linearly ordered. 
L-sp is of tame type if and only if Z(A) does not contain the posets 
(0, 0, 0)7 (0, f). 
Proof (a) Note that R c R’ = (“0’ c) is a narrow extension of F-traced 
rings and p’ = (b $) with p = [p] = J(A’) is a narrow ideal in R E R’. It 
is clear that S= A/p g FI and s’= A’,$ E M,,(F). Since R’ is Morita 
equivalent to R” = ($ z) and according to [24, p. 571 the Auslander- 
Reiten quiver of adj(R”) is 
Z’-“;FP u 1 a E(f’,), 
then the category iL = lL(R, R’, p) has three indecomposable objects 
- 
Z-P 1 ---L W,), 
where 8=&,(X) = top(X) and f= top(f). Since the maps in [L are of the 
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form top(fl, where f is a map in adj(R”), then il(g, -I?) rF for all 2 in 
ind [t, R(P,, Z) z 71F, 5(a,, E(P,)) g SF, and the remaining groups - - 
Q(X, Y) with 2, li;; in ind il are zero. It follows that the ring E(ii) of the 
category il is isomorphic to E r i? and since top(X) is one dimensional over 
F for all indecomposable modules X in adj(R”) then the top of the image 
of X in adj(R’) under the Morita equivalence adj(R”)zadj(R’) is the 
M,(F)- module lxIy = [F, . . . . F]. It follows that zz A4, T,, % T’ and 
T, r T. Then (a) is a consequence of Theorem 3.22. 
(b) The statement (i) follows immediately from definitions. In 
order to prove (ii) we construct the fun&or ad, as follows. Let 
e=e,+ ... +e,-1, where ej is the primitive idempotent in Ff correspond- 
ing to jef Then Ff=(” M’ 0 D ), where A =e(Ff)e, M’= e(Ff)(l -e), and 
D = (1 - e)Ff( 1 - e). Consider A-moduled category Hi, = Hom,( ,,, Mb, B), 
where B consists of all modules in adj(D) which are D-injective. It follows 
from [26, Lemma 4.151 and (i) that an Ff-module Y= (YA, Yk, $) is in 
adj(T:T’)ifandonlyif YSisingand$: Y>-+Hom,(,Mb, YA)=IF’/n 
is injective. Now it is easy to check that the functor 
4: adj(T: T’) + 9(&U,), 
Y H (Y,, j?, J: Y:, -+ 1 F’;‘i,,,), is a representation equivalence. Since $9 has 
precisely three indecomposable objects E(2, f +- E( 3,) -+ E( l*), then one 
can easily show that E(W)~E%~, ,,i7Es,,A/ME, and T,=F.J (in the 
notation of Section 2). Let ad,, be the composed functor (see (2.8)) 
adj(T: T’)---% 9’(W,) 2 adj,(FJ). 
It follows from [26, Remark 4.251 that ad, is fully dense and 
Ker ad, = [g]. If f: X-+ Y is a map in adj(R) such that ad, ad(f) = 0 then 
ad(f) is in [gland by Theorem 3.22 there are maps A’-+” 3(Z,.) -+g Y 
for some Z,, in adj(R’) such that ad(f-gh) =0 and therefore 
Im(f -g/z) c Yp’ = 3( Ypl,,). It follows that Ker ad,ad c [3 adj(R’)]. The 
converse inclusion is obvious and the remaining part of (ii) and (iii) follows 
from [26, Corollary 2.10; 27, Theorem 4.121. 
Since (iv) easily follows from results of Kleiner [S] and Nazarova [ll] 
the proof is complete. 
Remark 5.3. We have shown in the proof above that the factor 
category 9 = adj(R)/[s adj(R’)] is equivalent to adj(FJ). The problem of 
describing F for arbitrary narrow extensions R c R’ of traced rings will be 
discussed elsewhere. This seems to be an interesting question from the 
representation theory point of view because usually we can embed R into 
R’ such that adj(R’) is known. Then in order to describe indecompsables 
in adj(R) it is sufficient to describe 9. 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let C, A c A’, I= I(A), and N be as in Theorem 5.1 and 
consider a narrow extension R = (A N ,, =) E R’ = (2’ z) of C-traced F-algebras. 
If 
where 
E= n 
then there is a representation equivalence 
ad: adj$(R) -+adjg(T)G L-sp/[R,, P,], 
having PI-generated kernel, where p = J(A’), L = I u (a}, P, is a simple 
L-space, and P, = (F, Vj)jE L 
# adjs(R) = # (L - sp) - 2. 
with V, = F and Vj = 0 for j # a. Moreover, 
Proo$ Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we take p’ = (g z) with 
p = J(A’) for a narrow ideal in R E R’. Note also that R’ is Morita 
equivalent to R” = ( z z) which has exactly two indecomposable modules 
(C, C, id), (p, p, id) in adjg(R”). It follows that [L = [L(R, R’, p) has two 
indecomposable objects, E(fL) z E z E, S = A/p z FI, S’ = A’/p g M,(F), 
T, z T, and T,, 2 T’. Since T’ is Morita equivalent to 
then all modules in adj(T’) are T’-injectives. It follows that adjgI(T : T’) = 
adjg( T) and according to Theorem 3.22 we get the required functor ad. 
Moreover, since Tr FE where I^= I u {a + b) with additional relations 
ji a for jE I, then by [27, Corollary 2.131 there is an equivalence z and the 
proof is complete. 
Now we are going to determine the sp-representation type of incidence 
peak algebras of simply stratified posets of width ~2. They correspond to 
a class of vector space categories [13,28]. 
Following [28], by a simply strutsed poset we mean a pair I, = (I, p), 
where I is a finite poset and p is an equivalence relation in I. In the 
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terminology of Nazarova and Rojter [ 131 I, is a weakly completed post. 
Throughout we suppose that F is a division ring, I= { 1,2, . . . . n>, i<j 
implies that i d j in a natural order and 
I=,Iw,Ic,~~~CJJ (5.5) 
is a disjoint union p-coset decomposition of I. Moreover we put I” = 
Iu (*i, where j< * for all je I and we denote by R’ = FI* the path 
F-algedra of I*, i.e., 
R’=FI*= 
‘F 1F2 ... ,I;, 1 F’ 
F . . . F 2 .n ’ F I 
. . :I: 
i IF 
----------- __ 1 
1 F . 
where iFj = F for i 4 j and ,Fj = 0 otherwise. R’ is a right peak ring 
(F-traced) and P, = (i $) is a unique simple projective right ideal in R’, 
The incidence F-algebra of I&f is defined as (see [28]) 
R = -FI, = (A= [A,] E FI*; ai,= Ajj if ipj}. (5.7) 
It is clear that R = (f g) E R’, with A = Flp, is a narrow extension of 
F-traced algebras and adj$R) r mod,,(R)/[P,], adjF(R’) zs I- sp/[P,]. 
EXAMPLES. (1) IfI=(1-+“2-+3) and 1~2 then 
i 
F F FIF 
\ F F!F 
FI; = F; F 
------i- 
lF 
is a right peak ring of a nonschurian vector space category K having 
exactly two indecomposable objects X, Y with /XIF= F2, 1 Yl,r F, 
W(X, X) 2 ((NC), W( Y, Y) g F, K( Y, X) LZ F2, and ft6(X, Y) = 0. Note that 
FIF is the path algebra of 
a Q----+~* with a’=O. 
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(2) If Z= (1 -+a 2,3 _tb 4) and 1~4, 2~3 then FZZ is the path 
F-algebra of the quiver 
a * 
with relations ab = ba = 0. It is a right peak algebra of a tame vector space 
category K having two indecomposable schurian objects X, Y such that 
W(X, Y)ruF, W(Y,X)?‘bF, ab=ba=O, and IXI.rlYI,rF’. 
THEOREM 5.8. Suppose that I,* is a simply stratgied poset and the width 
w(Z) of Z is equal to 1, i.e., Z= (1 --+ 2 -+ ... + n}. Let ,f be the set *Z with 
the discrete order i < j o i = j. Under the notation above we have 
(a) For every t = 1, . . . . a there is a commutative diagram 
adj (FI,* ) ad (,I- sp/[P*])OP x . . . x (,I- sp/[P*])“P 
PI ut 
IT 
(J- sP/c~*I)“p~ 
where ad, ad t are representation equivalences having J( FI)‘-generated (resp. 
J(F*Z)‘-generated) kernels, pI and u, are the t-coordinate projection and 
embedding, T, is a fully faithful functor, rr is the restriction functor, and the 
splitting conditions below are satisfied (cJ: [9, Theorem 4.3(b)]. 
(Sl) t,T,ridandr,T,=Ofors#t. 
(S2) For any indecomposable X in adj(FZF) there is a unique t such 
that r,(X) is indecomposable and Xr T,r,(X). 
(b) adj(FZz) is offinite type (resp. of tame type) ifand only if IrZJ < 3 
(resp. JrZJ =4) for t= 1, . . . . a. 
Proo$ We have narrow F-traced ring extensions R = FZF E R’ = FZ*, 
R, = PII: 5 R; = E;Z* and narrow ideals a’ = (G z), ai = (z *,“), where 
a = J(M), a, = J(E;Z). Since w(Z) = 1 then adj(R 7 pr R’) = adj(R), 
adj(l;,Z,* 2 pr FtZ*) = adj(FzZ,*), and we are in the position of Corollary 3.29. 
Note that S=Fl,/azFP,x ... xFa, S’=FZ/azS;x em. xS~, where 
S: = nIiscl Fi, Fj = F, and the embedding S 4 s’ is defined by the diagonal 
embeddings F( 4 S:. It follows that i;= (i $) = p1 x ..’ x Fa, where 
ft=(C Z), and T’ is a product of copies of ([ $). Then all modules in 
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adj(T’) are projective and according to Corollary 3.29 the representation 
equivalence (3.30) yields 
ad: adjA,(R) -+adj$(i;)~adj~~(ii,) x .I. x aj~~(~J 
Since F, is hereditary of type 
<I 
i 1 J\, then the F-duality yields 
adj(~,)zzadj(~)opr(f~-sp/[P~])oP and derives the required represen- 
tation equivalence ad in (5.9). Similarly we get ad,. 
Let ej be the standard idempotent in FI* corresponding to Jo I* and let 
&t=e,+zjE,,ei. Then R,=Z,RZ, and the functor T,=@(-@.!b,R) 
makes the diagram (5.9) commutative. Since ad and ad, are representation 
equivalences then in view of [24, Proposition 1.151 the conditions (Sl), 
(S2) are satisfied and (a) follows. The statement (b) is a consequence of (a) 
and the criteria of Kleiner [S] and Nazarova [ll]. 
As an example consider R=FIz, where I={l-+2-+ . . . -+4m-1 
+ 4m) and 1~2~3~4, 5~6~7~8, . . . . We conclude from Theorem 5.8 and 
Lemma 3.21 that for m = 2 the Auslander-Reiten quiver of adjF(R) is the 
one in Fig. 1. The dotted arrows vanish under application of the functor ad. 
It follows that ad does not preserve connected components. 
Now suppose that I, is a simply stratified poset and ~(1) = 2. Let us 
consider the disjoint union derived paset of I (compare [ 10, p. 7561) 
dZ= I 0 {s A t: s, t incomparable in I} (5.10) 
with the ordering in I completed by the following new relations: 
1” s A t<iiff s<i or t=(i, 
2” i<sr\ tiff i<s and i<t, 
3” s A t $ x A y iff each of X, y is greater than or equal to one of s, 1. 
,,----------- ----- ----\~ 
FIGURE 1 
481/136/2-15 
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The sets o(s A t) = (s, t}, d(i) = {i) will be called supports of elements in (31. 
Consider the set I0 = .(j”;j~I> with the discrete ordering and put 
,(j’)= (j}. We associate to Ip two bound quivers (see Ex. 5.18) 
lx= (IV ar, sz), VIP = (IO v, a, G?) (5.11) 
as follows. Let I0 V i3I be the quiver Q = (QO, Q1) with the set of vertices 
Qo=Ioc,aIandth e set Q1 of edges defined by the following conditions: 
(al) Ifcc,pEaZthenthereisauniqueedgeol-+flinQ,iffo(cc)nti(P) 
is not empty and CI < /I is a minimal relation in ai. 
(a2) If a E 1’ and /I E aI then there is a unique edge a -+ /I iff 
d(a) n a(P) is not empty and fl is a minimal element in 81 with this 
property. 
The set 52 of relations in I0 V aI consists of zero relations 
(a9 O1+E’C1l-+ .-. 30Lq.~o(a)na(a,)n ... nd(cx,)=@. 
The bound quiver VI, is obtained from 01 by identifying points i” and 
j* if ipj. We add no new relations to Q. The bound quiver algebras 
will be called the derived bound quiver F-algebras of I, and J, res~~etively, 
where F(dZ) = F(aI)/(Q), S= F1 jc ..+ xF,,s’==S;x ... XSh,S;=ni.,,Fj, 
Fi = F, S c_ S’ is induced by the diagonal maps F, -+ S;, and A4 is generated 
by all paths from I* to dl in q I (see 126; Example 3.303). 
We are going to show that F( 0 I) is a special biserial F-algebra [29] (a 
string algebra in the terminology of Butler and Ringel); i.e., Cl1 satisfies the 
following two conditions: 
(bl) The number of arrows starting (resp. ending) from any vertex in 
cl I is bounded by two. 
(b2) For any edge a in LIZ there is at most one edge b atid at most 
one edge d such that ab and da are not in n. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. If I is a poser and W(I) = 2 then F( 01) is special 
biserial. If I, is a simply stratified poset such that ~(1) = 2 and 1 ,fi Q 2 for 
t = 1, *.., a, (5.5) then F(VI,) is a special biserial tame algebra. 
ProoJ: Fix CI E dZ. Suppose first that a = i0 E 1’. If there is no t E I incom- 
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parable to i then i” + a is the unique edge ending at a. If there is t E Z 
incomparable to i and we choose t maximal with respect to this property 
then i A t -3 a is the unique edge ending at CL 
Next suppose that a = s A t and let iv = ( j E Z : j=$ i). If there are 
tJetV--sV, S’ESV-tV and we choose t’ and s’ maximal then s’ A t -+ 
CI c s A t’ are unique edges ending at CL If tV - sv is empty and s’ is chosen 
as above then s’ A t -+ a +-so are unique edges ending at a. Finally, if 
tV-sv and sv- tV are both empty then to -+ CI +-.s” are unique edges 
ending at a. In all cases we apply the assumption m(Z) = 2. It follows that 
(bl ) holds for edges ending at any vertex in LIZ. The remaining part of (bl ) 
can be verified dually. 
In order to show that (b2) holds suppose on the contrary that we have 
d 
and ca, CZU do not belong to Q. Hence we easily conclude that d(a) n &) n 
d(y) # 0, s(a) n a(/?) n d(6) # @ and a simple analysis shows that CO(Z) > 3; 
a contradiction. Since the dual statement in (b2) follows in a similar way 
F( OZ) is special biserial. Since VZ,, is obtained from q Z by identifying 
points i”, j” provided ipj and we suppose ItZ( B 2 for t = 1, . ..) a, then F(VZ,) 
is special biserial because F( 0 I) is special biserial. It follows from [6, 314 
that F(VZ,) is tame [5]. 
THEOREM 5.14. Let F be a division ring and let Z, be a simply stratified 
poset such that W(Z) = 2. 
(a) F(VZ,) E: F( EIZ) (5.12) is a narrow extension of F(dZ)-traced 
algebras, a’ = J(FZ) + soc(FZ*), * is a narrow ideal in FI,* E FZ*, and the 
adjustment functor (3.23) with a = J(FZ) yields a representation equiualence 
ad,: adjp(FZ,f) -+ adj(F(VZp) : F( III)). (5.15) 
Moreover, ad, has an a’-generated kernel and it is an irreducible equivalence 
module a’. 
(b) Zf lrZl 62 for t= 1, . . . . a (5.5), then F(VZ,) is a special biserial 
tame F-algebra. Moreover, adj(FZf) is of finite type if and only if Zp has no 
odd p-cycles, i.e., there is no sequence j,, . . . . jzr, jzr+, = j, of elements in Z 
such that As, .L + 1 are incomparable in Z and jzS- 1 pj2S for s = 1, . . . . r. 
Proof. (a) Since a’= ( J(gFI) $) then it is a narrow ideal and Sz 
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FI,/J(FZ), s’ g FI/J(FI). Since LO(I) = 2 then the projective FI*-modules 
Pj=ej(FZ*), jE I, together with PCs,,,= P,+ P,c E(P,), where s, t are 
incomparable in I, form a complete set of indecomposable modules in 
adj(FI*) [2, 121. Hence IL= [I(Flz, FI*, J(M)) consists of objects x= - - 
top(X), where XE E(P,), and mapsf: X-+ Yin iL are the ones induced by 
FI*-homomorphisms f: X--+ Y in adj(FI*). It follows that the corre- 
spondence Pi t+ i, P,, t) t+ s A t establishes a duality between the poset of 
all nonprojective FI*-submodules of E(P,) and the poset dZ. Therefore it 
induces F-algebra isomorphisms 
E(L)rE(O_)rF((aI), T, z F(VI,), T,,rF(OI) (5.16) 
and the inclusion is induced by the identification of points i” and j” 
satisfying ipj. Then (a) is a consequence of Theorem 3.22. 
(b) The first statement follows from Proposition 5.13, the second one 
is a consequence of [13, Satz 5.41. 
Remark 5.17. There is a natural extension of Theorem 5.14 to the case 
U,(I) = 3 and I is of finite type. In this case I- sp is directed and therefore 
the Auslander algebra E of I- sp is schurian triangular path algebra. If W 
is the factor algebra of E modulo zero relations induced by passing to 
top-classes in I- sp then we get E(!l) z H and T, = (t j$) E Tu = (f $, 
where S, S; and A4 are as above. Then T = T,, T’ = T,. are left multipeak 
schurian directed finite dimensional F-algebras and Theorem 5.14 (a) 
remains valid with F(VI,) E F( q I) and Tc T’ interchanged. 
Let us illustrate the use of Theorem 5.14 by some examples. 
EXAMPLE 5.18. If R is the right peak path F-algebra of the quiver 
with relations b,a, = ai+ i ci, ai+ i bi = ciai = 0, CZ~ = 0, i = 1, . . . . II + 1, then 
mod,,(R) is of finite type and R is sp-sincere. For note that R = FZ:, where 
I* is the poset 
-2 
i 1 
- . ..- n - n+l I I 
1 +-2+----+.-.-n+ -(n+l)+-* 
and tpt+ for t = 1, . . . . n + 1. Then apply Theorem 5.14(b). Note also that 
for n = 3, VI, is the bound quiver with zero relations 
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Then according to [6, 291 F(VZ,) is special biserial of finite type and by 
Theorem 5.14, mod,,(R) is of finite type. It follows from Corollary 5.7 
that R is sp-sincere if there exists an indecomposable module Z in 
adj(F(VIP) : F( 01)) such that Zj # 0 for all j = to = t”, in I,. In the case 
n = 3 the module 
FOOO 
FFFFO 
Z=F F F 0 
F F 0 
FF 
has the required properties. If n is arbitrary we define 2 in a similar way. 
EXAMPLE 5.19. If R = FI,*, where 
l-2-3 
I: 
I I 
2 
4-5-6 
and 1~2~3, 4~5~6 then mod,,(R) is tame. For note that A = F(V1,)Op is the 
F-algebra of the quiver 
A\ A\ 
l ‘r’^‘z’ 6 
3 4 
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with cross-zero relations and Sr Fs, x F**. Since adj(FVI,)OP z 
adj(A) ~mod,,(A)/[P,,, PJ, then in view of Theorem 5.14 it is sufficient 
to show that mod,,(A) is tame. By applying the peak triangular reduction 
[27, Theorem 5.21 with respect to s = 3 A 4 we show that if C is the path 
factor algebra of A given by 
/*\ /*\ 
1 2 5 6 
then the dual to mod,,(A)/[mod,,(C)] can be fully and faithfully embed- 
ded into mod,,(8;A), where 8; A is the path algebra of the poset 
which is of tame type by [ 11 J. Then our claim follows. 
EXAMPLE 5.20. If R = FI,*, where 
l-2-3 
I I 
I: 4-5-6 
I I 
7- 8, 1~2~3, 4~5~6, 7~8, 
then mod,,(R) is wild. For, note that A = F(V1p)oP is the path algebra of 
the quiver 
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(VIJ)“? 1 2 3A4 5 6~7 8 A /z 
3 4 6 7 
with cross-zero relations and according to Theorem 5.14 it is sufficient to 
prove that adj(A rpr(FOl)“P) is wild. Let A,, Ah be the path algebras of 
quivers obtained from (V1,)OP, (UI)Op by omitting points 3, 4, 6, 7. We 
know from [24, Corollary 1.161 that there is a fully faithful embedding of 
yF$ = adj(& 7 pr A;) into adj(A 7 pr(FCII)OP). It is easy to see that A 
consists of socle projective representations X of the quiver (VJP)op such that 
X3 = X, = X6 = X, = 0, the maps in X over arrows a, b, c, d are injective, 
and X has no simple projective as well as no simple injective summand. By 
applying the triangular adjustment [27, 2.9; 26, Remark 4.25 J to A, with 
respect to points 3 A 4, 6 A 7 we show that &/[adj(C)] is equivalent to 
the full subcategory W of top injective representations Y of the poset 
3A4~o\\/o 0 
\ 
X-Y 
/ 
6~7 
\ 
b 
0-0 
such that Y has bijective maps over arrows a and b, where C is the path 
algebra of 
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Similarly as in [27] a reflection of the top branch at 3 A 4 and the bottom 
one at 6 A 7 yields an equivalence B G adj(Al), where ,4, is an F(x +v)- 
traced path algebra of the poset 
- Y* 
Now according to [27, Corollary 2.131 there is an equivalence adj(A,) z 
ZI - sp/[ { y’} - sp], where Z, is the poset 
which is of wild type [ll]. It follows that mod,,(R) is wild as we required. 
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